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Abstract— Motion planning for humanoid robotic systems
with many degrees of freedom is an important and still
generally unsolved problem. To give the robot the ability of
acting and navigating in complex environments, the motion
planner has to find collision-free paths in a robust manner. The
runtime of a planning algorithm is critical, since complex tasks
require several planning steps where the collision detection
and avoidance should be accomplished in reasonable time. In
this paper we present an extension of standard sampling-based
techniques using Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT). We
extend the free-bubble path validation algorithm from Quinlan,
which can be used to guarantee the collision-free status of a
C-space path between two samples. By using enlarged robot
models it is possible to avoid costly distance calculations and
therefore to speed up the planning process. We also present
a combined approach based on lazy collision checking that
brings together the advantages of fast sampling-based and exact
path-validated algorithms. The proposed algorithms have been
evaluated by experiments on a humanoid robot in a kitchen
environment and by a comparison to a validation based on
Quinlan’s free bubbles approach.

I. INTRODUCTION
Motion planning is an important and generally unsolved
topic for robotic systems with many degrees of freedom
(DoF). A motion planning algorithm should find a trajectory
of a kinematic chain that is collision-free and moves the
tool center point (TCP) from a start to a goal position. The
algorithms have to fulfill several requirements, such as low
runtime, short path length or high obstacle distance. Since the
motion planning problem is known to be PSPACE-hard [1],
complete algorithms ([2], [3]) are too time consuming and
therefore less suitable for real-time tasks of highly redundant
robots which operate in a cluttered environment. Over the
last years probabilistic, sampling-based approaches have
been developed which are able to find solutions efficiently
[7]. These approaches are probabilistically complete which
means that if the motion planning problem does not have
a solution the algorithm will run forever. To overcome this
problem, an implementation will usually stop the search after
a specified time and will report that no solution exists. The
major drawback of these implementations is the fact that
valid solutions could not be recognized when stopping the
calculations.
If we search a trajectory for a robot with n DoFs we could
decompose the n-dimensional configuration space (C-space)
into two sub-spaces: Cobst representing all configurations

that result in a collision in the workspace and Cf ree the
complement of Cobst .
C = Cobst ∪ Cf ree

(1)

Motion planning algorithms search a path from a given
start configuration cinit to a goal configuration cgoal that
lies completely in Cf ree and thus is collision-free in the
workspace. The start and goal configurations are maintained
by the inverse kinematics component of the robot system.
When planning with complex obstacle structures, explicit
modeling of obstacles as C-space regions can be difficult and
time consuming. One possibility to accomplish the modeling
is the approximation of the Cobst regions by generalized
quadtrees [4] or an adaptive volumetric grid [5]. Since
usually only small regions of the C-space are utilized for
planning, no explicit models for the complete C-space are
required. In this paper we will concentrate on techniques
that avoid the explicit modeling of C-space obstacles, which
increases the processing time, especially for systems with
many degrees of freedom. For that reason our work is based
on the Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT) that are
described in more detail at section IV.
A more detailed overview about planning algorithms can
be found in the motion planning book from LaValle et al.
that is also available online [7].
II. PLANNING FRAMEWORK
A motion planner which has to be used in a real-time
applications must fulfill several requirements. The planner
should be fast and the planned trajectories should be adopted
to a changing environment. Examples of motion planning
methods that address dynamic environments are given in [19]
and [20]. With these approaches it is possible to build a
planner that is able to react on dynamic obstacles, but for
a system with 43 DoFs, like our humanoid robot ARMARIII [6], the described planning algorithms are not practical.
A complex robot system needs a multi-resolutional planning
system that is able to combine different planning algorithms
with varying levels of robot details. A path planning algorithm that should find a way for the mobile platform, can
use a lower resolution for the hand models, e.g. by turning
off the kinematic chain and regarding the complete hand
as one joint with a bounding box. On the other hand a

dexterous manipulation task should be planned with a higher
resolution hand model. The planning system for ARMARPlanning Framework
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Fig. 2. Full CAD Models of the robot (a) and the kitchen environment
(b). The simplified models (c),(d) are used for collision checks and distance
calculations.

IV. SAMPLING-BASED MOTION PLANNING
Sampled C-Space

Fig. 1.
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III can choose between different planning algorithms that
are adopted to the needs of the planning problem. E.g.
path planning for a mobile platform does only need an
approximated, but very fast planner that is able to find a
way for the robot to a desired position. In this case not all
joints of the robot are needed for planning, thus the efficient
planning allows us to react on dynamic objects like humans
passing the way. For manipulation tasks it is important to
create collision-free trajectories for the arms of the robot. In
comparison to the mobile platform we have less clearance
to operate, and thus we need a planner that operates with
respect to a higher degree of detail. We present an approach
for planning the motion for a humanoid arm with seven DoFs
that is used within the motion planning framework. We show
how it is possible to decrease the average planning time
without loosing the collision-free guarantee that is needed
for a robot interacting in a real world environment.

The idea of sampling-based motion planning is to search
a collision-free C-space path without explicitly modeling the
Cobst regions. A point in the C-space represents a workspace
configuration of the robot. Fig. 3(a) shows a sample robot
manipulator with three DoFs in front of an obstacle. The
corresponding C-space is shown in Fig. 3(b), where the
red dots represent configurations that result in a workspace
collision.

(a)

III. COLLISION CHECKS AND DISTANCE
CALCULATIONS
Motion planning approaches need collision and/or distance
computation methods that operate on 3D models of the
robot and the environment. There are a lot of libraries that
can be used for collision detection ([15], [16], [17]). We
are using the PQP library [17], because of the fast and
robust implementation and the included distance computation
routines.
Typically the collision checking of sampled configurations
is the most time consuming task in RRT planners. A typical
planning query requires thousands of collision checks. Thus
a RRT-planner greatly benefits from speeding up the collision
check routines. To achieve a faster collision computation
we are using simplified collision models of the robot and
the environment in which it is operating. This reduces the
number of triangles from 20.000 to 450 in the case of
the robot model and from 24.000 to 4.200 in the case of
the environment model. The reduction leads to an average
collision query time of 0.20ms and an average distance
query time of 0.65ms. Compared to 0.32ms and 3.58ms
for a setup with full models of robot and environment we
could achieve a speedup of 37.5% and 81.8%. Like all
tests presented here, these performance evaluations have been
carried out on a Linux-Pentium4 system with 3.2 GHz.

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) A three joint robot system in front of an obstacle. (b) The
sampled C-space and a RRT with original and optimized solution paths.

For a given start and goal configuration, the planner has to
find a path through the C-space while avoiding sample points
which belong to Cobst . Because the modeling of Cobst takes
a long time we just sample the needed path points on the fly
while searching a way through the C-space (see [7]).
RRT
There are several planning algorithms implementing this
basic sampling-based concept ([7], [8]). Good results can
be achieved with rapidly exploring random trees (RRT),
introduced by Steve LaValle and James Kuffner in [9]
and [10]. RRT-based algorithms reduce the global planning
problem to local C-space path search problems which can
be solved easier.
The RRT-approach builds up a C-space tree that uniformly
covers the free space. The RRT-CONNECT algorithm proposed in [10] samples the C-space randomly and tries to
extend the existing tree by connecting to the new samples
with straight lines. It has been showed that RRTs generate
a uniform covering of the C-space and that it is possible to
construct RRT-based, resolution complete planners [13]. An
example of a three dimensional RRT is given in Fig. 3(b).

Guaranteeing Collision-Free Paths
In all sampling-based approaches, the sampling resolution
of the C-space can be specified with a resolution parameter.
The choice of the resolution parameter affects the quality
of the result as well as the runtime of the algorithm. If
the resolution is too high, the runtime will be unnecessary
long. On the other hand, with a low resolution, the planner
will run fast but might not consider some obstacles. This
leads to another problem of sampling-based approaches: The
collision status of the connection between two neighboring
sampled configurations on the path is unknown. Regardless
which sampling resolution is chosen, there is no guarantee
that the path between two neighboring samples is collisionfree.
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Fig. 4. (a) Cf ree samples and a collision path. (b) A valid C-space path
covered by free bubbles.

Figure 4(a) shows such a situation. The C-space path
between two sampled configurations c and c0 is blocked by an
obstacle. A sampling-based planner will not detect a collision
since c and c0 are in Cf ree .
To overcome this problem Quinlan has introduced in [19]
an approach, which can be used to guarantee a collisionfree path between two C-space samples. Quinlan calculates
bubbles of free space around a configuration and therefore
can guarantee the collision-free status of a path segment by
overlapping these bubbles along the segment. For a given
C-space path cc0 , Quinlan derives an upper bound for the
distance any point on the geometry of the manipulator can
travel for a given change in the configuration. This upper
bound can be regarded as a metric δ(c, c0 ) 7→ < in the Cspace [24]. Let c = (c1 , ..., cn ), c0 = (c01 , ..., c0n ) and ri the
maximum distance of a point on the surface of segment i
to any point on the entire geometry, then the metric can be
defined as follows:
0

δ(c, c ) =

n
X

ri |(c0i − ci )|

(2)

i=1

In [24], the free bubble of a given configuration c is
defined using the metric δ and the obstacle distance dobst ,
where dobst defines the minimum distance between the robot
in configuration c and the obstacles.
B(c) = {c0 ∈ C : δ(c, c0 ) ≤ dobst }

(3)

With this approach a lower bound for the guaranteed
collision-free path in the C-space is given. In order to
validate if a complete path is collision-free, we have to
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Fig. 5. (a) 2D robot arm showing the maximum distance r0 and the
minimum obstacle distance dobst . (b) Collision and Enlarged Model of
the right arm. The free space distance was set to 20mm for visualization
purposes.

choose samples along the path so that their free bubbles
overlap. If all of the chosen samples are collision-free one
can conclude that the complete path is also collision-free. An
effective realization can be achieved by a divide and conquer
algorithm (see [21]) that recursively splits the path in two
sub-paths until the free bubbles of the two endpoints overlap
(Fig. 4(b)). We break the recursion and report a collision if
the obstacle distance falls below a minimum to avoid long
(or even endless) running times if a path is not collision-free.
In all of our tests this distance was set to 2mm.
Because we are calculating an upper bound of the joint
movement and thus a lower bound for the free bubble radius,
the radius tends to get very small if a configuration results in
a low obstacle distance. This behavior results in numerous
distance and collision calculations and slows down the whole
planning algorithm. Furthermore, the distance calculations
are very expensive compared to the simple collision status
determination. A comparison between a purely samplingbased and a free bubble validated RRT planner shows that the
validation of each path is very expensive even when taking
simplified collision models (see table I).
As an evaluation setup we chose a model of the right arm
of our robot operating in a kitchen environment (Fig. 7(b)).
The robot arm has seven DoFs. The sampling size was
set to 0.04 radians. In 6% of the test runs the samplingbased approach generates a path that is not valid because
the robot runs into collisions between two path points.
An approach to improve sampling-based planning is given
in section VI. Furthermore, the results point out that the
distance calculations of the free bubble approach are time
consuming compared to the high number of collision checks
of the purely sampling-based algorithm.
V. ENLARGED ROBOT MODELS
The long run time of the free bubble approach arises from
the high number of workspace distance calculations. With the
enlarged model approach we propose a method to guarantee
a collision-free status of a path without any distance computations. This results in a faster path validation and thus in
a speedup of the planning algorithm. There are approaches
like [11] and [12] using enlarged obstacle models to ensure
safety distances. The approach presented here differs from
these works in two ways. We apply the enlargement on the
robot, since the robot joint models are known to be convex

which make the enlargement easier. The second and main
difference is that our approach uses the enlarged models to
avoid time-expensive distance calculations for guaranteeing
collision-free path segments.
Construction of the Enlarged Robot Models
For convex collision models, the enlarged models can
be constructed by slightly scaling up the original robot 3D
models so that the minimum distance between the surfaces
of the original and the enlarged model reaches a lower
bounding. We call this lower bounding the free space distance. Figure 5(b) shows the original collision model of the
right arm and the transparent enlarged models (20mm free
space distance). If non-convex objects are used we have to
decompose them to convex models in a preprocessing step.
The enlarged robot model is created by re-uniting the scaled
convex objects to one joint model. There are several decomposition algorithms available ([14]), an implementation
is provided with the SWIFT++ library [18]. But in most cases
(like with the robot models of ARMAR-III) the simplified
collision models of the joints will be convex and there is no
need of any decomposition steps.
Using the Enlarged Robot Models
In collision free situations a lower bound of the obstacle
distance for the original model can be set directly, i.e. without
any distance calculations. To guarantee the collision-free
status of a path segment, Quinlan’s path validating algorithm
can be used. Equation (3) can now be expressed with the free
space distance as fixed parameter:
B(c) = {c0 ∈ C : δ(c, c0 ) ≤ df reespace }

(4)

Using the lower bound for the distance results in smaller
free bubble radii and thus in more sampling calculations
along a path segment. This overhead is compensated by
avoiding the slow distance calculations.
TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT P LANNING A LGORITHMS
Planning
Algorithm
Sampled
Free Bubbles
Enlarged 1mm
Enlarged 5mm
Enlarged 10mm
Enlarged 20mm
Lazy Collision Check

Avg
Time
3,00s
8,28s
31,36 s
7,14 s
4,59 s
7.21 s
2.54 s

Result not
Valid
6%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Collision
Checks
17.940
6.565
54.584
13.562
9.636
18.822
6.090

Dist.
Calc.
0
4.753
0
0
0
0
0

The test setup was identical to the sampling-based and
free bubble test runs and thus the results of table I can be
compared directly. Large changes in the free space distance
affects the runtime of the planner. Equation (4) shows that
the size of a free bubble directly depends on the free
space distance df reespace . Thus the number of samples and
therefore the number of collision checks needed for path
validation also depends on df reespace .

Choosing a low value (df reespace = 1mm) results in a
large amount of collision checks for path validation. A large
free space distance (20mm) slows down the planning process
because the enlarged collision models reduce the free space
which renders the path finding problem in a more difficult
way for the planner. All test runs generated a valid solution
and the best performance could be achieved by setting the
free space distance to 10mm.
The enlarged model planner is not as fast as the pure
sampling-based approach (see table I), but it can guarantee
that the solution is collision-free and it is up to 45% faster
than the free bubble algorithm.
Limitations
The enlarged robot model is constructed by scaling up the
collision models, hence the algorithm could get into trouble
in narrow workspace situations. If the free space in which
the robot could operate is strongly limited and the free space
distance is set to a high value, the collision checker will not
find a solution, even if there is a possible way in such difficult
environment.
The effect of using different free space distances is shown
in table I and II. A low free space distance results in a
high number of collision checks for path validation. If the
free space distance is too high, the planner will not find a
solution because of the enlarged collision models. In our test
scenarios a free space distance of 10mm (approximately 1%
of the arm length) was a good tradeoff between increasing
the performance and restricting the workspace.
TABLE II
E FFECT OF C HANGING THE F REE S PACE D ISTANCE
Free Space
Distance
0mm
1mm
5mm
10mm
20mm

Cobst
ratio
19.71 %
19.81 %
20.84 %
22.71 %
25.34 %

Cobst
overhead
0.00 %
0.50 %
5.73%
15.22 %
28.56 %

The results in table II were generated by uniformly sampling the seven dimensional C-space of the arm. The setup is
the same as used for the planning tests. The seven degrees of
freedom of the robot arm build up the C-space, every sample
is checked for collisions in the workspace. The Cobst ratio
describes how many percent of the sampled configurations
(∼227K) do result in a collision. The different free space
distances affect the amount of free C-space. By setting the
free space distance to 1mm, the resulting Cobst is enlarged
by 0.5%. The effect of using a high value can be seen in
the case of 20mm free space distance, where the obstacle
regions are enlarged by 28.56% and the planner has less
space to operate.
VI. LAZY COLLISION CHECKING
Approach
In [22] a lazy collision checking approach was presented,
in which the collision checks for C-space samples (milestones) and path-segments are decoupled. We want to pick

up the idea of lazy collision checking to speed up the
planning process and introduce a two-step planning scheme.
In the first step the standard sampling-based RRT algorithm
searches a solution path in the C-space. This path is known
to be collision-free at the path points, but the path segments
between these points could result in a collision. In the second
validation step we use the enlarged model approach to check
the collision status of the path segments of the solution path.
If a path segment between two consecutive configurations c
and c0 fails during the collision test, we try to create a local
detour by starting a subplanner which searches a way around
the C-space obstacle (see Fig. 6). Thus, we do not guarantee
the complete RRT to be collision-free on creation, instead we
try to give a collision-free guarantee of the sampling-based
solution afterward and reduce the costly checks to the path
segments.
obstacle

c
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planner are validated with the enlarged model approach.
Because of the validation step we can set the sampling
resolution to a higher value in order to find the solutions
faster; the distance between two sampled configurations was
set to 0.2 radians. The validating module has to check every
solution if all path segments are guranteed collision-free,
this check needed 0.47 seconds in average. In 37.5% of the
cases this guarantee can not be given for one or more path
segments and the subplanning process is started. Not all of
these solutions do really result in a collision in workspace,
we just can not guarantee the collision-free status of each
path segment. All solutions have been successfully validated
by the subplanner module.
Because of the strict parameters of the subplanner mentioned above, 3.1 subplanning calls are needed in average
to find a detour for an invalid path segment. The average
planning time to find a detour was evaluated with 1.85
seconds. Since sometimes there is more than one detour to
find per solution the overall validation time is 2.0 seconds.
In 62.5% of the test cases a guaranteed collision-free
solution could be generated in an average time of 1.79
seconds. For 37.5% of the results one or more subplanning
steps were needed to validate single path segments. All
validation calls succeeded and the overall planning time
increased to 3.79 seconds. Combining the validated and
replanned cases leads to an average planning time of 2.54
seconds which is faster than searching a solution with the
sampling-based planner (see table I).
VII. EXPERIMENT

Searching the detour
To ensure that the path segments of the newly created
detour are collision-free, we are using a subplanner based
on the RRT-EXTEND algorithm (see [10]) with enlarged
models. The use of the RRT-EXTEND planner allows us to
build up a locally growing RRT, which can efficiently find
a regional solution path. To support the subplanning process
we are not using c and c0 as start and goal configurations,
since they are probably near to an obstacle and thus it will be
difficult for the planner to find a collision-free way. Instead
we are using randomly chosen positions on the solution path
in front of c and behind of c0 .
Since our goal is to efficiently find a detour, we are
starting the subplanning process with strict parameters, thus
the planning cycles are set to a maximum of 100 tries. If
the planner does not find a detour within these number of
extension steps, the search is stopped and another subplanner
is started with different start and goal configurations. As
described later, the replanning module does find a solution
fast, since the planning problem is regional bounded and the
termination of not promising planning calculations combined
with the randomly chosen start and goal positions increases
the chance of efficiently finding a detour.
Evaluation
Again we are using the same robot and environment setup.
The solutions generated with the purely sampling-based RRT

For evaluation we use a real-world kitchen scenario for
the right arm of the humanoid robot ARMAR-III (see
Figure 7(a)).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) The humanoid robot ARMAR-III in a kitchen environment. (b)
The planning setup.

Figure 7(b) shows ARMAR-III standing in front of a
cabinet. The robot has to operate in a narrow environment,
the corresponding Cf ree space is limited because of the
short obstacle distances. Nevertheless the free bubble and the
enlarged model based planning algorithms can deal with this
situation. Figure 8 shows a narrow view of the workspace.
The arm has to move from the left cabinet around the
open door to the right cabinet. The red trajectory shows the
movement of the hand before the solution was smoothed.
The blue trajectory describes the movement of the hand after
applying the smoothed solution path (To retrieve smooth
trajectories, the results are optimized by searching shortcuts,
see [23] for details).

A purely sampling-based RRT planner needs 3 seconds
on average to find a solution for the given problem, but
6% of the solution paths result in a collision with the environment. The use of Quinlan’s free bubble path validation
algorithm guarantees that the solutions are collision-free, but
the running time increases to over 8 seconds on average. The
enlarged robot model approach generates also guaranteed
collision-free solution paths, but the running time could be
reduced to an average value of 4.6 seconds. By using the lazy
collision check approach it is possible to find a guaranteed
collision-free solution in 2.5 seconds.

Fig. 8. Start and goal configuration of the robot arm with solution paths.
The original and the optimized TCP trajectories are plotted in red and blue.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work we presented several approaches to the wellknown RRT-based motion planning. We investigated the runtime and the quality of solutions of the different approaches.
Furthermore we showed, how different parameters influence
the systems behavior.
By using simplified 3D models the planning time was
reduced by 30%. These simplified models have no effect on
the quality of the results for our robot system because the
link models are of convex shape and with the simplification
we just loose some visual information that are not needed
for the planning process.
Quinlan’s path validation approach was modified to avoid
the expensive distance calculations without loosing the
collision-free guarantee. To achieve this, the enlarged robot
models have been introduced as slightly scaled up collision
models and it has been shown how to guarantee the collisionfree status of a path segment. The evaluations demonstrated
that it is possible to generate collision-free motion paths
even in narrow environments. Compared to the free bubble
approach the guaranteed collision-free motion planning could
be accelerated up to 45 %.
If using the fast sampling-based RRT approach it is
possible to check and validate the solution with the enlarged
model path validation algorithm. This lazy collision checking
approach leads to an algorithm that could find solutions
faster than the sampling-based approach because of the
possibility to decrease the sampling resolution. Since the fast
subplanning step generates detours for critical path segments,
all resulting solutions are guaranteed collision-free.
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